DEGREE SHEET SHOWING THE LOCATION OF PROTECTED AREA WITHIN 10 KM RADIUS FROM "CENTER OF THE PROPOSED PIPE CONVEYOR CORRIDOR SEGMENTS" OF M/S JSW STEEL LTD. PASSING THROUGH S M BLOCK, D M BLOCK FOREST, SANDUR SOUTH RANGE, NEAR LAKSHMIPURA, BHUJANGANAGAR, SHANKARAPURA, TARANAGARA & BANNI HATTI VILLAGE S, SANDUR TALUK, BALLARI DISTRICT, KARNATAKA STATE.

PROJECT PROPOSENT
JSW STEEL LTD.

SCALE - 1:250000 R.F.

REFERENCE: SOI DEGREE SHEET NO. 57 A & B

LEGEND
- Proposed area for FC
- Road
- Nallah (季节性)
- Contour
- Villages
- Proposed pipe corridor
- EFL Boundary
- Escape Routes for Bears
- FCD Boundary
- ECOSENSITIVE ZONE
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